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PARTICIPANTS’ HIGHLIGHTS
“The conference was interesting, but time allocation limited. May be in
future you can have less presenters in a day but run the conference for a
longer time”
“We look forward to further actively participate in the various thematic
areas as we scale up efforts toward landscape restoration and ultimately
ecosystem restoration.”
“Further engagement on capacity building, women and youth-led
initiatives”
“I love the conference and more of this should be conducted”
“More awareness to be organized to the community to emphasize on
restoration of the landscape. More frequently visiting of primary and
high schools due to plan sessions impacting the knowledge of landscape
restoration. Empowerment of groups dealing with restoration activities.”
“Well organized workshop.Excellent information sharing platform”
“This should be more frequent maybe quarterly or even monthly”
“If possible let's do this more”
“The national working taskforce should consider representation from
NGOs.”
“Enhancing capacity building opportunities for passionate young
researchers”
“Very informative, an eye-opener towards restoration of our environment
wellbeing. Looking forward to further inclusion on engagements focused on
the same.”

“Build capacity of women in the community on climate change”
“There is need to build capacity of various law makers at County level on
policy and advocacy for natural resources conservation. This will enhance
inclusion of ecosystem conservation and restoration agenda during policy
formulation process. Thank you”
“The conference was very informative in respect to FLR interventions being
undertaken in Kenya”
“The laid down action plans should be implemented with greater
involvement of women and children at the grassroots.”
“Community-based Conservation Organization at the grassroots level
involved in restoration work to be given priority when funding opportunity
arise.”
“Make it a regular activity”
“Create ample time for the weibnars”
“More time should be allocated for thematic group deliberations.”
“It was an insightful and positive discussion around landscape restoration.
Looking forward to global and continental conferences for sharing
experiences and techniques.”
“Emphasis should be put on tree growing rather than just planting.
Government agencies, individuals and NGOs have records of a million trees
planted yet the ground doesn't depict the same. I do highly appreciate these
efforts though.”
“The conference should be made an annual event to take stock of landscape
restoration strides yearly.”

Thank you for participating in
Kenya national landscape restoration
scaling conference
We look forward to engaging with you
again

